
ADDENDUM TO A.A.R. SIG. SEC. 802.5A

TYPICAL RELAY TYPE INTERLOCKING CIRCUITS.

This is a local control system vrlth the route selecting push buttons in the track diagram, line
of light 'indication, serdautoJ':k1.tic stick sigli..als, 't-1ith the restricting signals not track cir-
cuit controlled o

Two push buttons operated in sequence set up a route and clear the signalo After operation of
the first route a red light appears at that button thereby Inarking the entrance to the
rOt1.te and indicating a route ha.s been initiated, but the signal has not yet cleared, also
a l;rhite light appears in the last track section of each available route shovJing points to "Hhich
a train may be routed Q The operation of the second route button (at one of the designated il-
lurinated completes the route selection and extinGuishes the lights marking other
possible destin?4tions'c After the second button hc.s been pushed, a red light appears
at eaoh 1:Jhich is not in position for the route, indicating that is in transito
1'Tnen no red lights all switches are in proper position o Upon completion of the
route a of light that the route is set up and that it is lockedo FolloH-

completion of the route the signal Hill and this lJill be indicated by a green light
at the route button at the same time the red is extin€:,'Uished. Attempting to set up a con-

route disturb a route once An occupied route be reestablished
move again operating the first and second route buttons c control is

by the of a call-on button after the route is completed o Through-route con-
provided the operation of t1';O buttons, one button at the entrance end and the second

end the routeo A route to an intermediate siGnal in the through-route may be
by the operation of a button at the entrance and the second button at the intermediate
.A.utomatic release of the route is provided in the rear of the train o Heans is provided

non-stick controlo Also means is provided for mah1).al cancellation of a routeo Automatic
of routes is effected under normal operation provisions for manual

selection.

route selection circuits are on Sheet 1 0 To initiate a route f;om 14 to signal
the follovnng is the sequence of the operator pushes route control button 14 which

up route the circuit llhich includes a push button contact of but-
a back contact a contact of coil of relay and back con-

tacts of 7R1'lliR and 7R1'ffi. The relay is used to transfer the circuit when' 14 is used as an
eXl0 button. lUXSR relay selects the entrance and exit pick-up circuits 0 The circuit is selected
over the back contact of 7Rvffi vmich checks that no route has been selected over 7 reverse o The
back contact of 7W:fKR is used to prevent the selection of any route over crossover 7 normal while
crossover 7 is locked in the reverse positiono Relay sticks over a front contact of 7
track relay, to provide automatic restoration, a pull contact of 14 is used for manual restoration.
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The energizing of connects battery to the coil of relays and 5RWR. The negative side
of includes back contacts of SRER and 5RWKR. The back contact of 5RER checks that no route
has been selected eastvmrd which may include crossover 5 reverse. The negative side of in-
cludes back contacts of SANER, and 5NWKR. The back contact of 5ANER opens the circuit if
a route has been selected eastward on the upper track over 5 normal and the back contact of 5BNWR
opens the circuit if a route has been selected westward on the lower track over 5 normal. The
back cont&cts of 5N\v.KR and 5RWKR prevent the selection of conflicting routes when crossover 5 is
locked.

The energizing of connects battery to the coils of 3Rvffi and 3NWR. The negative side of these
includes checks similar to those described for crossover 5 above. Relay 3RWR up prepares

the" circuit for relay 6XSR in case button 6 is to be used as an exit. Relay 3NWR up, picks
ut' the lAN1A1R which includes the usual checks in the negative side. Energizing lANWR prepares
the pick-up circuit for relay 4XSR when button 4 is pushed. Relay 5RvJR connects battery to the
co±i lBNvJR which prepares the pick-up of relay 2XSR in case button 2 is to be used as an exit.

to Sheet 2, it can be seen that with relays and lBNWR up, the white light
in sections 3K, lK and 5K are lighted indicating the available exits. The energizing of 7ANWR
when route was initiated, illuminated the red light at the entrance signal buttono

complete the route 14 to 4, the operator pushes button 4 which picks up 4XSR over the back con-
lRER and lANER, and front contacts of 4ASR and FR if control is provided. lRER

and prevents energizing relay 4XSR when an entrance has been established at 4. 4ASR pre-
vents completing a route at 4 if approach locking is in effect and the FR contact is used to

traffic is properly established. Relay 4X9R sticks over front contacts of lANWR, lHWR
and liNER or lRER. This is to open the circuit when the route is cancelled by pulling button 140
Contacts in lANER and lRER hold 4XSR up until relays lANWR and lHWR open, thereby preventing
lANER and lRER from sticking up over 4XSR doWDo

The picking up of relay 4XSR energizes relay lANER which opens the negative side of lRvffi and lRER;
J..ANER up picks the 3NER which drops relay 3RWR. 3NER up picks the 5ANER which opens relay 5RWRo
5ANER-up picks relay 7ANER which completes the route and at the same time all relays not in-
volved in the route are released. Lights in sections lK and 5K are extinguished. Section 7KB
is iliuminated when relay 7ANER is energizedo
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Referring to Sheet 6, it can be seen that the ANER and relays up will energize the NLPR re-
lays for the s1dtches involved which in turn pick the 'NWSR relays if the sldtches are unlocked o
The energized, operate svutches to their normal position. The N\iKR relays Which
pick up when the sliLtch completes its movement, energize relay l4RR (Sheet 3).

Energizing 14RR drops relay 14AsR causing route locking relays IvmR, and 7WSR (Sheet 5) to
drop and the route indication relays lSPR, 3SPR, and 7SPR to pick upo The energizing of the
and SPR relays will complete the line of light indication on the control panel.

Sheet 3 shows the clearing circuit for l4AG. w11en signal 14 clears, relay l4RGPR drops which ex-
tinguishes the red light and illuminates the green light at the entrance button 140

On Sheet 1, route 4 to 12 is an example of a through route selection. Two routes are provided,
one over 1 reverse and the other over 1 normal and 7 reverse. The route over 1 reverse is the
preferred route and is the route normally selected e HOlrever, with a train being held by signal
8, the route over 7 reverse would be automatically selected. The operation of route button 4 and
the route selecting relays are as previously described. The 8XR relay is controlled through the
front contacts of 5BNER, 5TPR, lO-12ASR by-passed with a front contact of 7RWCR and through back
contacts of 8XSR, 8PBSR. 5TPR prevents clearing of signal 8 with a train occupying the
section approaching 8 when route buttons 4 to 12 are pushed. lO-12ASR by-passed with 7RWCR pre-
vents picking the 8XR and 8XSR if time locking is in effect for signals 10 and 12. The back
contact of 7Blwffi is used to prevent picking up relays 8XR and 8XSR if buttons 10 or 12 have been
pushed as an entrance. Front contacts of 8XR and 8XSR are used to by-pass 7BlfWR to prevent
relays 8XR and 8XSR-from becoming de-energized as a result of completing a route from 8 to 12
or 8 to 10 at which tiJne 7B:Nlm is upo 8XR up picks 7BNER which in turn picks the 9NER convert-
ing button 12 into an exit. No through route is provided over 9 reverseo The route is then
completed by pushing button 12. With the front contacts of relays 7Bm,m and 8XR closed and 8PBSR
down, relay 8zSR is energized. 8ZSR picking up picks the 8xSR which in turn picks up 8PBSR which
cancels 8XR and 8ZSR. 8XSR is held up over 5BNER and 8PBSR is held up over 9TPR.

To illustrate the selection of a secondary route, assume that a train is moving from signal 2
to signal 8. Relay IN\VKR would then be up preventing lRER from picking when button 4 is pushed
to initiate the route. The route selection would then be completed over 7 reverseo With no
train occupying section 2 to 8 this alternate route is cancelled when 7BNER picks resulting in
the cancelling of the 7RER relay 0
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·Shou1d '"it be desirable to provide-·run-around movements over crossovers 1 and 5 reverse or 5
and 7 reverse, the switch control -otthe second crossover in the route should be manually
9perated to the reverse position to control the route selection circuit. For example, if move-

are-provided crossovers I and 5 reverse, a reverse contact on lever 5 in
series with a front contact of relay lRER would be in the control for 5HER.

On Sheet 6 a scheme is for cascading the control of switch motor circuits, the purpose of
which is to introduce a time element between the starting of successive switch operations in
order to limit the flow of current in the d.c. mains, otherwise any number of switch motors
could be energized simultaneouslyo This feature is obtained by using slow pick-up relays
designated The circuits are so arranged that these relays are operated in proper sequence 0

Front contacts of this relay are placed in the s'tdtch control circuits.
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